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A B S T R A C T

Contemporary analysis–design methods against faulting can significantly improve life-safety, but the problem of
permanent deformation persists. This paper proposes a novel mitigation technique, addressing post-seismic
serviceability. A “smart” barrier is employed to divert the fault rupture, introducing a minimum energy path.
The “smart” barrier consists of two sheet-pile walls, connected with rows of sacrificial members. The latter are
steel rings, whose performance is a function of geometry. The proposed system can be produced in the form of
prefabricated panels, and its performance is largely insensitive to site conditions or workmanship. The barrier is
compressed, absorbing tectonic deformation with minimum disturbance to the protected structure. The problem
is analyzed employing the FE-method, using a thoroughly validated soil constitutive model with strain softening,
confirming the efficiency of the mitigation concept. Further analyses demonstrate the use of sacrificial rings to
protect continuous bridge decks, being installed between the deck and the bearings.

1. Introduction

Recent major earthquakes, such as Kocaeli and Düzce (Turkey,
1999), Chi-Chi (Taiwan, 1999), Wenchuan (China, 2008), Kaikoura
(New Zealand, 2016) and Kumamoto (Japan, 2016) have shown that
faulting-induced ground deformation can cause substantial damage to
critical infrastructure (e.g., [34,35,33,15,27,20,28]). One such example
is shown in Fig. 1, referring to the failure of the Shih Kang dam in
Taiwan, due to 9m of upthrust by the notorious Chelungpu fault during
the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. However, several examples of satisfactory
performance of a variety of structures have also been observed in past
earthquakes (e.g., [11,4,5,16]).

Motivated by the need to develop design methods for faulting–hazard
mitigation, the interaction of fault ruptures with foundation–structure sys-
tems was explored during the QUAKER project. Combining field studies
[4,5], centrifuge model tests conducted at the University of Dundee [13],
and numerical analyses [8], a thoroughly validated analysis and design
methodology has been developed. The foundation system was shown to
play a crucial role, with continuous and rigid foundations being advanta-
geous. The concurrent design methods have been applied to a variety of
projects, including buildings, bridges, and tunnels (e.g., [1,3,2,9]).

The methods developed so far can significantly improve life-safety,
but the problem of permanent deformation (rigid-body rotation) has
not been resolved. While the structure may survive, it must subse-
quently be demolished, imposing severe socio-economic consequences.

Particularly for the retrofit of existing structures, the addition of a rigid
foundation can be very costly; for monuments it may be practically
impossible. Built centuries ago, such structures may be situated in the
vicinity of previously unknown faults. Hence, there is a need to devise
efficient mitigation schemes, preferably with minimum intervention.

The mitigation strategies that can be found in the literature can be
broadly categorized as: (a) foundation strengthening; (b) measures
aiming to diffuse fault deformation; and (c) measures aiming to divert
the fault rupture path away from the structure [11,17,26,32]. The first
strategy simply requires a rigid raft foundation, allowing the structure
to rotate as a rigid body without excessive distortion. Such a strategy
can be effective for both reverse and normal faults [2,8], but is not
practical for retrofit of existing structures. Moreover, rigid body rota-
tion is unavoidable, and hence its post-seismic serviceability is not re-
solved without significant remedial measures such as foundation re-
leveling. The second strategy calls for installation of a ductile fill be-
neath the foundation, with the aim of diffusing the deformation over a
wider area. However, this entails replacement of a substantial soil mass,
and can only be applied to new structures.

The third strategy can be seen to offer a major advantage, as it can
be readily applied to new and existing structures. Instead of foundation
strengthening, a wall barrier can be introduced in order to divert the
fault rupture path. Oettle & Bray [26] proposed such a concept of a stiff
wall barrier, offering protection against normal faults or a “seismic gap”
for reverse faults. Fadaee et al. [17], proposed a further concept: a weak
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wall barrier, offering protection against reverse faults (Fig. 2). Since the
rupture propagates along a “minimum energy” path [10], such a barrier
(weaker and softer than the soil) will act as an “attractor” of plastic
deformation and as a “fuse” that absorbs compressive deformation.

This concept has been shown to offer adequate protection in terms
of structural integrity, but also substantial reduction of permanent ro-
tation, thus addressing the problem of post-seismic serviceability. In the
work of Fadaee et al. [17], the weak wall barrier was materialized by
means of a Soil Bentonite Wall (SBW). Such walls are typically used for
seepage control under embankment dams or for environmental pro-
tection, and can be constructed using diaphragm wall machinery. A
shear strength lower than that of the surrounding soil can be achieved
using an un-compacted mixture of soil, bentonite, and water as backfill
material. Although the SBW was shown, analytically and experimen-
tally, to be very efficient in diverting the fault rupture (Fig. 3), its
performance can be sensitive to soil conditions and workmanship.
Moreover, its shear strength may increase due to long-term consolida-
tion, thus reducing its capability to act as a barrier.

This paper proceeds one step further, introducing a “smart” barrier:
a “fuse” system, consisting of sacrificial members. Such a system can be
produced in the form of prefabricated panels, and its (short- and long-
term) performance can be reliably predicted. Moreover, consisting of
steel members, its properties are largely insensitive to local soil con-
ditions or workmanship. This is an ongoing research and the paper

offers a brief overview of the key outcomes of the work conducted so
far.

2. Smart barrier with sacrificial members

The concept of the “smart” barrier is similar to the SBW wall, with
main difference being the materialization of the “fuse”. Instead of using
a soil-bentonite-water mixture, a more robust and predictable solution
is proposed, consisting of steel sacrificial members sandwiched between
sheet pile walls.

In order to explain the main concept, it is useful to draw an analogy
to active and passive conditions (Fig. 4). Under static conditions (i.e.,
before faulting), the wall is subjected to active or at-rest earth pres-
sures, depending on the excavation sequence (Fig. 4a). When subjected
to reverse faulting-induced deformation, passive earth pressures tend to
develop (Fig. 4b). As discussed later on, steel rings of diameter D, out-
of-plane length L, and thickness t, constitute the simplest form of sa-
crificial members. The ultimate capacity of such a ring Fult is simply a
function of geometry and steel strength. Therefore, each row of rings
can be designed to have an adequately large factor of safety against
static loading:

= ≥FS F F/ 1.5st ult 0 (1)

where: F0 is the lateral force due to in-situ conditions. In a similar
manner, each row of rings can be designed for an adequately small
“apparent” factor of safety against passive conditions:

= ≤FS F F/ 1/1.5f ult p (2)

where: Fp is the lateral force due to passive conditions. If the rings are
designed to yield under such compressive loading, Fp will never develop
and this is why FSf is an “apparent” factor of safety.

Considering the problem as strain-controlled, it becomes evident that
the earth pressures that develop along the wall are governed by the im-
posed lateral deformation. As long as the faulting-induced lateral pressure
remains below its passive value, passive conditions will not develop, and
the fault rupture will not propagate towards the structure. Instead, the
wall is compressed, “absorbing” the faulting-induced deformation by
compressive failure of the sacrificial members. Of course, in reality, there
is also a vertical component, which translates to shear deformation of the
rings. Still though, the main concept remains the same.

Fig. 1. Damage to the Shih Kang dam due to 9.1 m of upthrust by the Chelungpu fault during the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan.

Fig. 2. Concept of weak wall barrier aiming to divert a reverse fault rupture, to
protect critical infrastructure.
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To achieve such controlled failure, an elastic–perfectly plastic “fuse”
is desirable. The “smart” wall barrier needs to fulfill the following cri-
teria:

(a) The wall barrier must be capable of very large volumetric strains,
but without any “densification” effects at large strains.

(b) It needs to resist elastically the developing active earth pressures
(under static conditions), which vary with depth. Therefore, the
capacity Fult of each row of sacrificial members must also vary with
depth.

(c) The wall must deform in a perfectly plastic manner, with its Fult
remaining constant for very large strains.

Using these criteria, an optimum design can be obtained, combining
efficiency with practicality.

These criteria are similar to those required for mitigation of blast
loading. One common technique employed in this field is the addition
of “sacrificial cladding” to sensitive structures. This sacrificial cladding
normally takes the form of prefabricated panels or sheets attached to
the external surface of a structure. Such claddings function in a similar

Fig. 3. Example showing the efficiency of fault hazard mitigation with a Soil Bentonite Wall (SBW). Comparison of a B =15m foundation: (a) unprotected; and (b)
protected with a SBW. The deformed physical model (left) is compared to the FE deformed mesh (right) for fault offset h =2m (adapted from Fadaee et al., 2013).

Fig. 4. “Smart” wall barrier concept: (a) before faulting, in-situ (K0) earth pressures; (b) subjected to reverse faulting, tendency to develop passive (Kp) earth
pressures; (c) force-displacement response of a ring-fuse; and (d) main dimensions of a ring fuse and illustration of its compressive failure.
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manner to crumple-zones used in modern automotive design; through
absorption and dissipation of kinetic energy by means of large plastic
deformation. Many such devices are specifically designed to meet cer-
tain pre- and post-failure behavioral specifications, including the tai-
loring of load–displacement behavior. A variety of such designs can be
found in the literature [29], along with useful general behavioral per-
formance predictions based on archetypal designs, including, but not
limited to, foams, rheological devices and mechanical energy dis-
sipaters. As such, designs and principals from blast loading mitigation
are applied to the problem at hand using the previous criteria as a basis
for selection.

In order to achieve the first objective (a), the system is treated as a
very narrow open excavation, supported by two sheet pile walls,
propped at regular depths. Thus, the “densification” effect, as described
in sacrificial cladding publications, is minimized. The term “densifica-
tion” refers to a large decrease in void space in a sacrificial cladding
system, due to large global volumetric strain, after which the device
behaves more like a rigid plate [18,19,24]; a problem particularly
evident in the application of foam claddings, hence the immediate ex-
clusion of geo-foam as a viable solution. By controlling the ultimate
capacity Fult of the props (i.e., the sacrificial members), the second
objective (b) can be fulfilled. The third objective (c) can be accom-
plished by considering the ultimate capacity of the “props” at each layer
and their post-failure behavior. With this in mind, we refer to the
“props” as mechanical sacrificial members, whose primary design is
based upon their plastic response.

There are a number of options available in the literature for the
design of such sacrificial members. For the sake of simplicity and
constructability, the simplest design that replicates the desired perfectly
plastic response is proposed. Focusing on protection against blast
loading, Calladine and English [14] examined the post failure behavior
of two archetypal designs (Types I & II), whose construction (and
purpose) is similar to the current study: using very large volumetric
deformation and plastic energy dissipation to mitigate large pressures.

Type I and Type II devices (Fig. 5) are defined by their stress–strain
(load–deflection) relation. Type II devices act as stiff connectors that
undergo significant reduction of strength once plasticity is achieved.
Type I devices exhibit perfectly plastic response, reaching a point of
plastic capacity and then retaining a constant level of strength with
increasing deformation. The previously discussed rings are a typical
“Type I” device: an open steel cylinder, loaded along its diameter be-
tween two plates. For the problem under study, this design can readily
be achieved by installing steel rings between the sheet-pile walls.

The elastic behavior of such steel rings can be calculated as de-
scribed by Timoshenko & Gere [31]:
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where: Mo is the maximum moment in the cylinder, P is the applied
force, and R the ring radius (Eq. 3a). By assuming the wall of the cy-
linder to behave loosely as a rectangular (Fult) beam section of steel
yield strength σy, we can see that the ultimate failure capacity of the
ring is controlled by varying the wall thickness (t), radius (R) and out of
plane length (L) (Eq. 3b). For the sake of simplicity (in terms of con-
structability), the variation of plastic failure load with depth can be
achieved by varying the out of plane length of the ring, keeping all
other parameters constant. A suitable out of plane length is selected for
every depth, so that the sacrificial member can hold the excavation
open (with adequately large FSst), but will yield long before the de-
velopment of passive earth pressures (with adequately small FSf ).

Such a system can be easily realized employing traditional dia-
phragm wall construction methods. A trench is excavated in the tradi-
tional manner, supported by a bentonite slurry mixture (Fig. 6). Pre-
fabricated sacrificial panels are then lowered or partially driven into the
excavation and the bentonite mixture is removed. Thus, what remains is
a narrow, deep excavation supported by the sacrificial members. Such a
scheme has been discussed with a major contractor, and although it
entails certain challenges, it has been deemed constructible using pre-
existing diaphragm wall construction techniques and equipment.

3. Numerical simulation

As shown in Fig. 7, the general problem refers to a reverse fault (dip
angle α) producing an upthrust of vertical component h, propagating
through a soil deposit of thickness H . A raft foundation of width B, with
a surcharge load q, is placed at distance s from the unperturbed (i.e.,
free-field) fault outcrop. A “smart” barrier of height H3 /4 thickness Bw
is positioned at distance LSB from the (left) edge of the foundation.

The problem is analyzed employing the finite element (FE) method.
Finite element (FE) modelling has been shown to be capable of effi-
ciently reproducing fault rupture propagation in the free field [12,6],
and its interaction with surface and embedded foundations [22,8]. The
analysis is conducted employing the FE code ABAQUS. The soil is
modelled with quadrilateral continuum elements under plane strain
conditions. Following the findings of previous studies, an elastoplastic
constitutive model with Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, non-asso-
ciated flow rule and isotropic strain softening is adopted [6]. The pre-
yield phase of response is linear elastic, with a secant modulus

=G τ γ/s y y increasing linearly with depth. Strain softening is introduced
by reducing the mobilized friction angle φmob and the mobilized dilation
angle ψmob with the increase of octahedral plastic shear strain (Fig. 8)
using a non-associated flow rule and the following relationships:
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where: φ φ,P res and ψ ψ,P res are the maximum (p) and ultimate residual
(res) (critical state) friction and dilation angles respectively; and γ γ,oct

P
f
P

are the octahedral shear strains (in which f denotes the strain at which
softening is completed). The constitutive model is calibrated using
shear box tests and has been thoroughly validated through Class “A”
blind predictions of centrifuge test conducted at the University of
Dundee [6,8].

The foundation raft is simulated with linear elastic beam elements.
A tensionless contact interface is used to realistically simulate detach-
ment and sliding of the foundation relative to the soil (Fig. 8). The

Fig. 5. Proposed stress–strain relations of archetypal sacrifical devices (after
[14]).
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“smart” barrier is also modelled with beam elements, which are how-
ever nonlinear in order to model the limited ultimate capacity of the
Type I sacrificial rings. The sheet pile walls are simulated with beam
elements, rigidly connected to the soil elements along the depth of the
excavation (Fig. 9). Given the compressive nature of the thrust faulting
deformation, sliding at the sheet pile–soil interface is considered im-
probable, and it was therefore tactically ignored. The sacrificial rings
are discretized in 24 nonlinear beam elements (Fig. 9). An elastic-per-
fectly plastic constitutive law is employed, which was shown to be
sufficient to produce the desired perfectly plastic global response. The
capacity of the sacrificial rings varies with depth, by simply specifying
regular increments of out of plane length (here: beam width) for each
depth, aiming to achieve the desired safety factors FSst and FSf .

A detailed parametric study was conducted and its detailed results
can be found in Jones [21]. Different scenarios and barrier configura-
tions were investigated, varying the free field outcrop location (s), sa-
crificial member ultimate capacity (FSf ) and barrier breadth (B) with a
fault dip angle α =60⁰. In each case faulting is applied in steps of h/H
=1% from 0% to 5%. An example is shown in Fig. 7, referring to a rigid
B =10m foundation with q =20 kPa subjected to h =1m thrust
faulting at s =5m propagating through an idealized dense sand layer
of H =20m thickness.

The comparison is performed in terms of deformed mesh with su-
perimposed plastic strain contours along with the computed foundation
rotation (Fig. 10a). The unprotected reference case is compared to
protection with a SBW and to the proposed “smart” barrier with sa-
crificial rings. Both the “smart” barrier and the SBW effectively divert
the fault rupture away from the foundation. The sacrificial devices
perform as expected; sustaining plastic failure soon after the faulting
deformation begins (in the specific case, plastic capacity is reached at
h/H ≈ 2%). The differences in terms of rotations are quite substantial.
The unprotected foundation sustains rotation θ ≈ 3°, a value that is
clearly beyond reasonable serviceability limits. The SBW-protected
foundation performs appreciably better, with its rotation θ not ex-
ceeding 0.4°. The performance of the “smart” barrier is even better,
with θ ≈ 0.2°.

As shown in Fig. 10b, the same conclusions can be drawn based on
the normalized contact pressures p q/ and foundation bending moments
. Faulting induces hogging and sagging moments through loss of sup-
port in the unprotected case, and at high offsets for the SBW. Without
any mitigation measures, this induced bending moment is almost 5
times larger than the static value, something that would imply failure in
reality. The SBW reduces substantially the distress of the foundation,
but still is about 2 times larger than the initial static value. The “smart”

Fig. 6. Conceived construction process: the panels are assembled from conventional sheet-pile walls and circular hollow sections (sacrificial fuses) before being
lowered into the bentonite supported excavation pit.

Fig. 7. Problem definition and key parameters: interaction of a thrust fault
rupture, propagating through an H =20m soil deposit, with a slab foundation
of width B, carrying a surcharge load q, positioned at distance s from the the-
oretical point of rupture outcropping in the free field protected with a “Smart
Barrier” (SB) of thickness Bw and depth ΗSB.

Fig. 8. Mohr-Coulomb model with strain softening: variation of mobilized friction (φ) and dilation angle (ψ) with octahedral plastic shear strain (γpoct).
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Fig. 9. Finite element model: an aspect ratio of 4:1 is employed to minimise parasitic boundary effects. Sheet pile walls and sacrificial members are modelled with
elastic-perfectly plastic beam elements; elastic beam elements are employed for the foundation, which is connected to the soil with tensionless gap elements.

Fig. 10. Efficiency of faulting hazard mitigation using a Bw =3m “smart” barrier for a B =10m foundation carrying q =20 kPa surcharge load, positioned at
distance s=5m. Comparison of the unprotected case (left) with a Soil Bentonite Wall – SBW (middle), and the proposed “smart” barrier: (a) deformed mesh (h =
2m); and (b) normalized contact pressures p/q foundation bending moment M/qB2 along the width of the foundation.
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barrier is clearly the most efficient, with the bending moment being
practically insensitive to the imposed dislocation. Normalized contact
pressures (Fig. 10b) show how the foundation remains in contact with
the soil as if no fault had occurred.

Further investigation was made on both the effect of the ultimate
capacity of the sacrificial rings, expressed through the factor of safety
against static loading FSst and the width of the “smart” barrier system
Bw. Fig. 11 shows indicative results from one analyzed case, for a B
=10m foundation carrying a surcharge load q =20 kPa, positioned at
s =9m. This case was selected due to the particularly large distress of
the foundation that was observed in the unprotected case. Fig. 11a
depicts the effect of increasing the ultimate capacity Fult of the sacrifi-
cial members, plotted in function of FSst (Eq. (1)). Variations in ulti-
mate capacity can be seen to have a predictable impact on performance:
the stronger the sacrificial rings, the more faulting deformation is al-
lowed to propagate to the structure before plastic failure in the smart
barrier is reached and the device is “activated”, mitigating further da-
mage to the structure.

Interestingly, as the failure capacity approaches the passive re-
sistance of the soil–foundation system ( ≥FSst 2 .5), the faulting–induced
stressing and the rotation of the foundation seem to reduce when
compared to weaker systems. Upon investigation, this is seen to be a
result of the sacrificial system acting as a rigid “wall” when the sacri-
ficial elements do not fail. In such a case, the fault rupture propagates to
the ground surface by pushing the entire barrier upwards and to the
right, which tends to move more-or-less as a rigid body in a way similar
to passive failure of a conventional retaining wall. Given that the
foundation lies on-top of the developing passive wedge, the entire
soil–foundation system can be seen to displace up and to the right, ef-
fectively as a rigid block, not sustaining any substantial distress or ro-
tation. However, this is the case only for a relatively narrow foundation,
such as the one investigated herein. Should the structure be any wider,
such that part of it lies outside the developing passive wedge, the

(practically rigid) barrier would not offer any appreciable protection.
As shown in Fig. 11b, the performance appears to be insensitive to

the width Bw of the “smart barrier”. The figure compares the normal-
ized contact pressures p q/ and foundation bending moments , as well as
the evolution of foundation rotation θ with normalized bedrock fault
offset h H/ for the same configuration as previously, varying Bw from
1m to 3m. There are some small discrepancies, which are observable
only for relatively small fault offsets. These are due to differences in the
elastic deformation of the sacrificial wall system, which lead to some
minor differences in foundation performance. The larger breadth wall
( =Bw 3m) undergoes increased elastic deformation before activation
(i.e., failure) of the sacrificial members, leading to slightly higher in-
duced stressing of the foundation.

Some of the observed discrepancies between different widths are
due to the fact that the distance between the foundation and the barrier
is kept constant. Thus, as the wall thickness Bw is increased, the left
edge of the “smart” barrier moves closer to the bedrock dislocation for a
given position s. Overall, the increase of Bw leads to minor improve-
ment of performance. However, this conclusions is only valid when Bw
is larger than the horizontal component of the imposed fault offset, as in
the cases examined herein. The maximum deformation that can be
absorbed by the “smart” barrier cannot be larger than its breadth Bw.

Another interesting point to note is the specific fault rupture me-
chanism (Fig. 10a). Where both the unprotected and SBW cases pro-
pagate at a similar trajectory, the “smart” barrier case can be seen to be
markedly different. Here, the fault is not propagating at its free–field
trajectory, but appears to bifurcate immediately. This is due to the
transfer from a pure shear event (as in the unprotected and SBW cases)
to a more mechanistic phenomenon. Specifically, the fault will not
propagate to the mid height of the wall, because upon “hitting” the wall
the fault would then have to shear the whole barrier system, including
the very stiff sheet pile walls. This requires significantly more energy
than producing the kind of sliding-wedge mechanism observed in the

Fig. 11. (a) The effect of the factor of safety of
the rings against static loading FSSt; and (b) the
effect of the breadth Bw of the “smart” barrier
system for a B =10m foundation carrying q
=20 kPa surcharge load, positioned at
s=9m, for a fault offset of h =2m.
Normalized contact pressures p/q along the
foundation (top); normalized foundation
bending moment M/qB2 (middle); and evolu-
tion of rotation θ with normalized bedrock
fault offset h/H (bottom).
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analysis. Thus, the barrier does not simply provide a new “path of least
resistance” as in the SBW case, but creates a new, fundamentally dif-
ferent, lower energy failure mechanism, formed of sliding blocks of soil.
The “smart” barrier forces the soil layer to behave as two rigid blocks,
one moving and one stationary, with a perfectly plastic spring con-
necting them.

In all cases examined here, the smart barrier outperforms the soil
bentonite wall system, especially for larger fault offsets (h/H>5%).
The improvement over the unprotected case is significant, both in terms
of foundation distress (expressed through the normalized bending
moment ,) and permanent rotation θ. In combination with the apparent
insensitivity to wall thickness (for the examined h = 1m maximum
fault offset; for larger fault offsets, an increase of the wall width would
definitely be necessary), this implies that the proposed smart barrier
may offer a simple and economically efficient faulting hazard mitiga-
tion solution.

Although providing large improvements in large fault offset sce-
narios, the described system may well not be appropriate for smaller
events, where the cost and complexity of the system may outweigh the
benefit to any protected structure. Thus, it is worth examining when
such a system should be employed. Most superficially, it can be seen
that the “smart” barrier is not significantly advantageous over other
methods (or even the unprotected case in terms of induced forces in the
foundation) for very small fault offsets (here h/H<3%). Thus, this
offset could be proposed as a “threshold” value, possible exceedance of
which would warrant the installation of the device. However, pre-
dicting the offset of a fault a priori is not an easy task, especially when,
as here, the required accuracy is of the order of 0.1m (from h/H =
2–3% presented here is 0.2m). This is further complicated by the fact
that the “activation”, or the point at which the sacrificial members fail
and the system becomes effective, is a direct function of the specified
static factor of safety (FSs). Thus, the system could be designed to be
activated at very small fault offsets, provided that the static factor of
safety is acceptable. Instead, it is likely that installation of such a system
would be specified by the importance of the protected structure, and
precisely how critical post-seismic serviceability is. Such a case may be
a nuclear power station, where there is zero tolerance of structural
disturbance, and any improvement in performance during fault events
is highly desirable, regardless of the magnitude of the event.

A small number of indicative cases have been presented here,

illustrating the interesting and unique behavior of such a system.
Although presented at the opening stages of conceptualization, further
detailed analysis of the system and its effectiveness is planned.

4. Sacrificial members for bridges

The same concept can be applied for the protection of a bridge deck,
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 12. The selected example refers to an
existing motorway overpass bridge with a continuous multi-span deck
(Fig. 12a). More specifically, the bridge is a five span system with a
total length of 115.6 m. Increased complexity is added due to the
asymmetry of the structure, due to the varying length of the spans (from
18.9 m to 30m), the different pier heights, and the pier-deck connec-
tions. In the initial design (without sacrificial devices), the prestressed
concrete deck is monolithically connected to piers P3 and P4, resting on
sliding bearings at piers P1 and P2, and on four elastomeric bearings at
each abutment.

As discussed in Anastasopoulos et al. [7], such an indeterminate
static system is sensitive to tectonic deformation, and simply-supported
decks would be the simplest logical solution. However, this is not ef-
ficient in terms of static loading, and requires a large number of joints,
designed for large deformations. Sacrificial rings can be installed be-
tween the top of the piers and the bearings. These members are once
again designed to elastically resist the static loads (dead weight and
traffic loads) during normal serviceability conditions, and to yield
shortly after faulting-induced deformation begins.

The bridge-foundation-soil system is modelled in 3D (Fig. 12b),
employing the same strain softening constitutive model. The seismic
performance of the bridge is analyzed employing the FE method. The
deck and the piers are modelled with elastic and inelastic beam ele-
ments, respectively. The inelastic behavior of the piers is simulated with
a nonlinear model, calibrated against the results of RC section analysis
using the USC-RC software. Linear elastic springs are used to model the
compression and shear stiffness of the bearings. The footings and the
abutments are modelled with elastic hexahedral continuum elements,
assuming the properties of reinforced concrete (E=30GPa).

A detailed parametric study was conducted for a number of cases
and the detailed results can be found in Lupis [23]. An example com-
parison is shown in Fig. 13a, referring to a thrust fault of vertical offset
h =1m with a dip of α =60⁰ outcropping between piers P1 and P2.

Fig. 12. Application of sacrificial members to a motorway bridge: (a) longitudinal cross-section, along with the conceived installation of the sacrifical members; and
(b) 3D FE model of the bridge–abutment–foundation soil system.
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The aim of the mitigation is to limit the bending moment of the con-
tinuous deck, by allowing for controlled plastic deformation of the sa-
crificial members. Due to the differential displacement of the piers, the
vertical forces which are transmitted to the sacrificial members tend to
change: some of the piers may be subjected to unloading and some to
increased loading. In the latter case, the corresponding sacrificial rings
will be activated (i.e., fail) protecting the deck from excessive flexural
distortion. The peak deck bending moments are substantially reduced
with the addition of the sacrificial rings, from about 80 MNm in the
unprotected case, to just over 30 MNm with the sacrificial members.
This is considered a pronounced difference, showing that the concept of
sacrificial members can be employed to protect continuous deck
bridges. The efficiency of the conceived mitigation technique is similar
for the case of a normal fault having the same offset and dip as pre-
viously, as shown in Fig. 13b.

5. Conclusions

The paper has outlined a novel seismic hazard mitigation technique,
with the goal of protecting critical infrastructure against faulting-in-
duced deformation. In the case of buildings, this is achieved by instal-
ling a “smart” barrier between the structure and the outcropping fault
rupture, aiming to divert the rupture path. Since the fault rupture fol-
lows a path of minimum energy, such a weak wall barrier will act as an

attractor of plastic deformation.
The “smart” barrier is a “fuse” system, consisting of two thin sheet-

pile walls (parallel to each other) with multiple rows of sacrificial
members acting as elastoplastic struts. The latter are simple steel rings,
the ultimate capacity Fult of which can be reliably determined by ad-
justing their diameter D, out of plane thickness L, or wall thickness t .
Such a system can easily be produced in the form of prefabricated pa-
nels, and its (short- and long-term) performance can be reliably pre-
dicted. Consisting of steel members only, its properties do not rely so
heavily on local soil conditions and workmanship as a bentonite system.
The presence of water may raise issues with regard to corrosion, but it
should not be expected to alter the performance of the barrier.

Each row of rings is designed to have an adequately large factor of
safety against static loading, and an adequately small “apparent” factor
of safety against passive conditions. In this way, the rings can safely
sustain the static loads, but will yield in a controllable manner when
subjected to compressive loading, due to thrust faulting. In such a case,
the “smart” barrier is compressed, absorbing the faulting-induced de-
formation. In addition, the “smart” barrier needs to be designed to resist
soil pressures and deformations due to seismic shaking, an issue which
has not been addressed herein. The behavior of such systems under
dynamic loading is a complex phenomenon, but based on the available
literature (e.g., [30,25]) it would appear that accounting for this would
require modification to the specification of the “static” factor of safety

Fig. 13. Efficiency of sacrificial members in protecting a continuous bridge deck subjected to h =1m faulting. Comparison of deck bending moments with and
without sacrificial members for: (a) normal faulting between piers P1 and P2; and (b) reverse faulting between piers P1 and P2. Illustration is indicative of reverse
faulting behavior.
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through a change in the distribution of active earth pressures, although
this change may not be as significant as once thought for such as system
as depicted here.

The problem was analyzed employing the FE method, using a
thoroughly validated soil constitutive model with strain softening. The
results confirm the efficiency of the proposed mitigation concept, both
in terms of structural integrity, and with respect to the reduction of
permanent foundation rotation. Therefore, the proposed “smart” bar-
rier mitigation technique also addresses the problem of post-seismic
serviceability. Although presented here as a two-dimensional case, in-
itial extensions into 3D have also highlighted interesting phenomena,
such as the required width of such a system relative to its protected
structure (roughly twice as wide). This 3D behavior further highlights
the numerous potential avenues of exploration remaining for such a
concept in addition to those presented here.

The same principle can be employed to protect bridges with a
continuous deck. The sacrificial devices can be installed between the
deck and the bearings, designed according to the same principles. The
efficiency of the mitigation technique has been explored by 3D FE
analysis of an existing motorway bridge. It was shown that the in-
stallation of sacrificial rings leads to a pronounced reduction of deck
bending moments.
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